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What You Have Heard Is True
The National Book Award–winning classic on the Vietnam War, reissued for the war’s fiftieth anniversary. Based on interviews
with both Americans and Vietnamese, Winners and Losers is Gloria Emerson’s powerful portrait of the Vietnam War. From
soldiers on the battlefield to protesters on the home front, Emerson chronicles the war’s impact on ordinary lives with
characteristic insight and brilliance. Today, as we approach the fiftieth anniversary of the Gulf of Tonkin incident, much of the
physical and emotional damage from that conflict—the empty political rhetoric, the mounting casualties, and the troubled
homecomings of shell-shocked soldiers—is once again part of the American experience. Winners and Losers remains a potent
reminder of the danger of blindly applied American power, and its poignant truths are the legacy of a remarkable journalist.

Into the Unknown (from Frozen 2) - Piano/Vocal/Guitar Sheet Music
From the National Book Award–winning author of The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian, the tale of a troubled boy’s
trip through history. Half Native American and half Irish, fifteen-year-old “Zits” has spent much of his short life alternately
abused and ignored as an orphan and ward of the foster care system. Ever since his mother died, he’s felt alienated from
everyone, but, thanks to the alcoholic father whom he’s never met, especially disconnected from other Indians. After he runs
away from his latest foster home, he makes a new friend. Handsome, charismatic, and eloquent, Justice soon persuades Zits to
unleash his pain and anger on the uncaring world. But picking up a gun leads Zits on an unexpected time-traveling journey
through several violent moments in American history, experiencing life as an FBI agent during the civil rights movement, a
mute Indian boy during the Battle of Little Bighorn, a nineteenth-century Indian tracker, and a modern-day airplane pilot. When
Zits finally returns to his own body, “he begins to understand what it means to be the hero, the villain and the victim. . . . Mr.
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Alexie succeeds yet again with his ability to pierce to the heart of matters, leaving this reader with tears in her eyes” (The
New York Times Book Review). Sherman Alexie’s acclaimed novels have turned a spotlight on the unique experiences of
modern-day Native Americans, and here, the New York Times–bestselling author of The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in
Heaven and The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian takes a bold new turn, combining magical realism with his
singular humor and insight. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Sherman Alexie including rare photos from the
author’s personal collection.

Stealing Freedom
With the same emotional generosity and effortlessly compelling storytelling that made All Over But the Shoutin’ a national
bestseller, Rick Bragg continues his personal history of the Deep South. This time he’s writing about his grandfather Charlie
Bundrum, a man who died before Bragg was born but left an indelible imprint on the people who loved him. Drawing on their
memories, Bragg reconstructs the life of an unlettered roofer who kept food on his family’s table through the worst of the
Great Depression; a moonshiner who drank exactly one pint for every gallon he sold; an unregenerate brawler, who could sit
for hours with a baby in the crook of his arm. In telling Charlie’s story, Bragg conjures up the backwoods hamlets of Georgia
and Alabama in the years when the roads were still dirt and real men never cussed in front of ladies. A masterly family
chronicle and a human portrait so vivid you can smell the cornbread and whiskey, Ava’s Man is unforgettable. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

The Replacements
A Plane Crash A Hidden Valley An Ancient Prophecy A Cataclysmic Scheme Mariah, Aari, Kody, Jag and Tegan have been
lifelong friends. Surviving the crash of their small plane in northern Canada, the five awaken to find themselves in Dema-Ki, an
uncharted valley inhabited by a mysterious people. Nursed back to health, the teenagers are soon cast into a life-altering
adventure when a strange affliction wreaks havoc in this remote sanctuary. The Elders of the village believe that the five
newcomers hold the key to the salvation of not only Dema-Ki, but that of all humanity as foretold in their prophecy. Skeptical at
first, the five eventually grow to accept the possibilities of the prophecy after experiencing a series of baffling events.
Unbeknownst to them, a renegade group of youths, zealously opposed to the initiation of the 'outsiders', soon begin their
maneuvers to rid the village of the newcomers. As the dark forces around them accelerate, the five friends are compelled to
discover faith in themselves and in the powers ascribed to them by the ancient prophecy. If they survive the perils in this
valley, can they then garner the courage and conviction needed to face an ominous cloud gathering in the world outside?

Death of Innocence
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The author describes his quest to discover his parents' roots in rural Mississippi, exploring the proud--and shameful--culture
that makes up his family's--and the state's--heritage. Reprint. 17,500 first printing.

All Souls
Read the story that has inspired millions The desert, I remember. The shrieking hyenas, I remember.I remember playing
soccer with rocks, and a strange man telling me and my brother Tewolde that we had to go on a trip and Tewolde refusing to
go. The man took out a piece of gum and Tewolde happily traded it for his homeland. So begins the remarkable true story of a
young boy's journey from civil war in east Africa to a refugee camp in Sudan, to a childhood on welfare in an affluent American
suburb, and eventually to a full-tuition scholarship at Harvard University. Following his father's advice to "treat all people-even
the most unsightly beetles-as though they were angels sent from heaven," Mawi overcomes the challenges of language
barriers, cultural differences, racial prejudice, and financial disadvantage to build a fulfilling, successful life for himself in his
new home. Of Beetles and Angels is at once a harrowing survival story and a compelling examination of the refugee
experience. With hundreds of thousands of copies sold since its initial publication, the unforgettable memoir continues to touch
and inspire readers. This special fifteenth anniversary edition features bonus materials, including a new introduction and
afterword by the author. *please note the updated anniversary edition will be released in June. Orders placed before that
edition is available will receive the current paperback*

Somebody Told Me
A man who learned to read when he was ninety-eight recalls the early hardships of his life, shares his memories of
segregation, and discusses his philosophical observations.

Red Dress in Black and White
JAMES AND ALEX have barely anything in common anymore—least of all their experiences in high school, where James is a
popular senior and Alex is suddenly an outcast. But at home, there is Henry, the precocious 10-year-old across the street, who
eagerly befriends them both. And when Alex takes up running, there is James’s friend Nathen, who unites the brothers in
moving and unexpected ways. From the Hardcover edition.

Redbirds
A vivid account of growing up as "poor white trash" in the race-torn rural South of the 1960s, with an alcoholic and largely
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absent father, an extraordinarily strong mother and a younger brother drawn into a cycle of poverty and crime.

Of Beetles and Angels
Presents a collection of photographs of simple, rural churches by such photographs as Walker Evans and Tom Rankin,
accompanied by the words of such authors as Eudora Welty, James Baldwin, and Mark Twain

Life After Death
“The more you transform your life from the material to the spiritual domain, the less you become afraid of death.” Leo Tolstoy
spoke these words, and they became Henry Stuart’s raison d’etre. The Poet of Tolstoy Park is the unforgettable novel based
on the true story of Henry Stuart’s life, which was reclaimed from his doctor’s belief that he would not live another year.
Henry responds to the news by slogging home barefoot in the rain. It’s 1925. The place: Canyon County, Idaho. Henry is sixtyseven, a retired professor and a widower who has been told a warmer climate would make the end more tolerable. San Diego
would be a good choice. Instead, Henry chose Fairhope, Alabama, a town with utopian ideals and a haven for strong-minded
individualists. Upton Sinclair, Sherwood Anderson, and Clarence Darrow were among its inhabitants. Henry bought his own ten
acres of piney woods outside Fairhope. Before dying, underscored by the writings of his beloved Tolstoy, Henry could begin to
“perfect the soul awarded him” and rest in the faith that he, and all people, would succeed, “even if it took eons.” Human
existence, Henry believed, continues in a perfect circle unmarred by flaws of personality, irrespective of blood and possessions
and rank, and separate from organized religion. In Alabama, until his final breath, he would chase these high ideas. But first,
Henry had to answer up for leaving Idaho. Henry’s dearest friend and intellectual sparring partner, Pastor Will Webb, and
Henry’s two adult sons, Thomas and Harvey, were baffled and angry that he would abandon them and move to the Deep South,
living in a barn there while he built a round house of handmade concrete blocks. His new neighbors were perplexed by his
eccentric behavior as well. On the coldest day of winter he was barefoot, a philosopher and poet with ideas and words to share
with anyone who would listen. And, mysteriously, his “last few months” became years. He had gone looking for a place to learn
lessons in dying, and, studiously advanced to claim a vigorous new life. The Poet of Tolstoy Park is a moving and irresistible
story, a guidebook of the mind and spirit that lays hold of the heart. Henry Stuart points the way through life’s puzzles for all
of us, becoming in this timeless tale a character of such dimension that he seems more alive now than ever.

North Korea Journal
Finalist, Hilary Weston Writers' Trust Prize for Nonfiction A deeply affecting portrait of a long partnership and a clear-eyed
account of the impact of a serious illness, writing as consolation, and the enduring significance of poetry from one of Canada's
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most celebrated voices. When we ran off together in 1978, abandoning our marriages and leaving wreckage in our wake, I was
a "promising writer," Patrick had just won the Governor General's Award. I was so happy for him, and I've continued to be
every time an honour comes his way, but I knew if I didn't grow, if I remained merely someone who showed potential, we
wouldn't last. I swore I wouldn't play the dutiful wife, cheerleader, and muse of the great male writer, and he didn't envision a
partner like that. We aspired to flourish together and thrive in words and books and gardens. When Lorna Crozier and Patrick
Lane met at a poetry workshop in 1976, they had no idea that they would go on to write more than forty books between them,
balancing their careers with their devotion to each other, and to their beloved cats, for decades. Then, in January 2017, their
life together changed unexpectedly when Patrick became seriously ill. Despite tests and the opinions of many specialists,
doctors remained baffled. There was no diagnosis and no effective treatment plan. The illness devastated them both. During
this time, Lorna turned to her writing as a way of making sense of her grief and for consolation. She revisited her poems,
tracing her own path as a poet along with the evolution of her relationship with Patrick. The result is an intimate and intensely
moving memoir about the difficulties and joys of creating a life with someone and the risks and immense rewards of
partnership. At once a spirited account of the past and a poignant reckoning with the present, it is, above all, an extraordinary
and unforgettable love story. Told with unflinching honesty and fierce tenderness, Through the Garden is a candid, clear-eyed
portrait of a long partnership and an acknowledgement, a tribute, and a gift.

The Match
From the widely acclaimed author of Waiting for Eden: a stirring, timely new novel that unfolds over the course of a single day
in Istanbul: the story of an American woman attempting to leave behind her life in Turkey--to leave without her husband.
Catherine has been married for many years to Murat, an influential Turkish real estate developer, and they have a young son
together, William. But when she decides to leave her marriage and return home to the United States with William and her
photographer lover, Murat determines to take a stand. He enlists the help of an American diplomat to prevent his wife and child
from leaving the country--but, by inviting this scrutiny into their private lives, Murat becomes only further enmeshed in a web
of deception and corruption. As the hidden architecture of these relationships is gradually exposed, we learn the true nature of
a cast of struggling artists, wealthy businessmen, expats, spies, a child pulled in different directions by his parents, and,
ultimately, a society in crisis. Riveting and unforgettably perceptive, Red Dress in Black and White is a novel of personal and
political intrigue that casts light into the shadowy corners of a nation on the brink.

The Girl Who Smiled Beads
"Bud Threadgoode grew up in the bustling little railroad town of Whistle Stop, Alabama, with his mother Ruth, church going and
proper, and the fun-loving hell-raiser, his Aunt Idgie. Together they ran the town's popular Whistle Stop Caf e, known far and
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wide for its famous 'Fried Green Tomatoes.' And as Bud often said of his childhood, 'How lucky can you get?' But sadly, the
railroad yards began to shut down and the town became a ghost town, with nothing left but boarded-up buildings and memories
of a happier time. Then one day, Bud decides to take one last trip, just to see where his beloved Whistle Stop used to be. In so
doing, he discovers new surprises about Idgie's life and about other beloved Fried Green Tomatoes characters, and about the
town itself. He also sets off a series of events, both touching and inspiring, which change his life and the lives of his daughter
and others. Could these events all be just coincidences? Or something else? And can you go home again?"--

The Wonder Boy of Whistle Stop
New York Times Bestseller The greatest Southern storyteller of our time, New York Times bestselling author Rick Bragg,
tracks down the greatest rock and roller of all time, Jerry Lee Lewis—and gets his own story, from the source, for the very first
time. A monumental figure on the American landscape, Jerry Lee Lewis spent his childhood raising hell in Ferriday, Louisiana,
and Natchez, Mississippi; galvanized the world with hit records like “Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On” and “Great Balls of Fire,”
that gave rock and roll its devil’s edge; caused riots and boycotts with his incendiary performances; nearly scuttled his career
by marrying his thirteen-year-old second cousin—his third wife of seven; ran a decades-long marathon of drugs, drinking, and
women; nearly met his maker, twice; suffered the deaths of two sons and two wives, and the indignity of an IRS raid that left
him with nothing but the broken-down piano he started with; performed with everyone from Elvis Presley to Keith Richards to
Bruce Springsteen to Kid Rock—and survived it all to be hailed as “one of the most creative and important figures in American
popular culture and a paradigm of the Southern experience.” Jerry Lee Lewis: His Own Story is the Killer’s life as he lived it,
and as he shared it over two years with our greatest bard of Southern life: Rick Bragg. Rich with Lewis’s own words, framed
by Bragg’s richly atmospheric narrative, , this is the last great untold rock-and-roll story, come to life on the page.

A Piece of Cake
In this beautifully illustrated journal based on a TV documentary, writer, comedian and world traveller Michael Palin journeys
to North Korea, offering a glimpse of life inside the world's most secretive country, uncovering surprises and making friends
along the way. In May 2018, former Monty Python stalwart and intrepid globetrotter Michael Palin ventured into the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, camera crew in tow, to gain a glimpse of life in the most notoriously secretive and cutoff nation on earth. His resulting two-part documentary for Channel 5 fascinated millions and won universal plaudits. Now he
shares the journal he meticulously kept during his trip, in which he describes his experiences in a country wholly unlike any
other he has ever visited: a country where you will find the Tallest Unoccupied Building in the World; where the residents of
Pyongyang awake every morning to the strains of 'Where Are You, Dear General?', broadcast from speakers across the city;
and where there are fifteen approved styles of haircut. He chronicles a journey of stark contrasts that takes in a gleamingly
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modern capital complete with triumphal statues and arches one day, and a countryside that has barely changed in decades on
another. He travels to the heavily fortified Demilitarized Zone, to a centuries-old Confucian academy, and to the heart of North
Korea's exquisitely beautiful mountains and lakes. He recounts conversations with official guides, teachers, propaganda artists,
farmers and soldiers in which mutual incomprehension and shared humanity are constantly intermingled. And he muses on what
makes people tick under a regime that to outsiders seems so utterly alien and so grimly authoritarian. Written with Palin's
trademark warmth and wit, and illustrated with beautiful colour photographs throughout, Palin's journal offers a rare insight into
the North Korea behind the headlines.

The Wright Brothers
A chilling expos of corporate corruption and government cover-ups, this account of a nationwide child-trafficking and
pedophilia ring in the United States tells a sordid tale of corruption in high places. The scandal originally surfaced during an
investigation into Omaha, Nebraska's failed Franklin Federal Credit Union and took the author beyond the Midwest and
ultimately to Washington, DC. Implicating businessmen, senators, major media corporations, the CIA, and even the venerable
Boys Town organization, this extensively researched report includes firsthand interviews with key witnesses and explores a
controversy that has received scant media attention.

Franklin Scandal
All will be revealed for fans who have breathlessly awaited the sizzling sequel to Juliet Immortal. This time Romeo takes center
stage and gets one chance, and one chance only, to redeem himself. Cursed to live out eternity in his rotted corpse, Romeo,
known for his ruthless, cutthroat ways, is given the chance to redeem himself by traveling back in time to save the life of Ariel
Dragland. Unbeknownst to her, Ariel is important to both the evil Mercenaries and the love-promoting Ambassadors and holds
the fate of the world in her hands. Romeo must win her heart and make her believe in love, turning her away from her darker
potential before his work is discovered by the Mercenaries. While his seduction begins as yet another lie, it soon becomes his
only truth. Romeo vows to protect Ariel from harm, and do whatever it takes to win her heart and soul. But when Ariel is led to
believe his love is a deception, she becomes vulnerable to Mercenary manipulation, and her own inner darkness may ultimately
rip them apart.

Jesus Out to Sea
Presents a collection of articles that focus on such topics as the victims of natural disasters, prison inmates, economic
inequality, the elderly, race, Louisiana bayou culture, and schools.
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Mississippi
One of the country’s most-acclaimed and popular novelists offers a selection of ten short stories centered around the
devastation in Louisiana and Mississippi during and after Katrina. In this moving collection of short stories, James Lee Burke
elegantly marries his flair for gripping storytelling with his lyrical writing style and complex, fascinating character portraits.
The backdrop of the hurricane-ravaged Gulf Coast is a versatile setting for Burke’s stories, which cover the scope of the
human experience—from love and sex to domestic abuse to war, death, and friendship.

The Best Cook in the World
ONE OF NPR’S BEST BOOKS OF 2019 A “warm and funny and honest⋯genuinely unputdownable” (Curtis Sittenfeld) memoir
chronicling what it’s like to live in today’s world as a fat man, from acclaimed journalist Tommy Tomlinson, who, as he neared
the age of fifty, weighed 460 pounds and decided he had to change his life. When he was almost fifty years old, Tommy
Tomlinson weighed an astonishing—and dangerous—460 pounds, at risk for heart disease, diabetes, and stroke, unable to climb a
flight of stairs without having to catch his breath, or travel on an airplane without buying two seats. Raised in a family that
loved food, he had been aware of the problem for years, seeing doctors and trying diets from the time he was a preteen. But
nothing worked, and every time he tried to make a change, it didn’t go the way he planned—in fact, he wasn’t sure that he
really wanted to change. In The Elephant in the Room, Tomlinson chronicles his lifelong battle with weight in a voice that
combines the urgency of Roxane Gay’s Hunger with the intimacy of Rick Bragg’s All Over but the Shoutin’. He also hits the
road to meet other members of the plus-sized tribe in an attempt to understand how, as a nation, we got to this point. From
buying a Fitbit and setting exercise goals to contemplating the Heart Attack Grill in Las Vegas, America’s “capital of food
porn,” and modifying his own diet, Tomlinson brings us along on a candid and sometimes brutal look at the everyday
experience of being constantly aware of your size. Over the course of the book, he confronts these issues head-on and
chronicles the practical steps he has to take to lose weight by the end. “What could have been a wallow in memoir self-pity is
raised to art by Tomlinson’s wit and prose” (Rolling Stone). Affecting and searingly honest, The Elephant in the Room is an
“inspirational” (The New York Times) memoir that will resonate with anyone who has grappled with addiction, shame, or selfconsciousness. “Add this to your reading list ASAP” (Charlotte Magazine).

Romeo Redeemed
A New York Times Notable Book of the Year This haunting, harrowing, gloriously moving recollection of a life on the American
margin is the story of Rick Bragg, who grew up dirt-poor in northeastern Alabama, seemingly destined for either the cotton
mills or the penitentiary, and instead became a Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter for The New York Times. It is the story of
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Bragg's father, a hard-drinking man with a murderous temper and the habit of running out on the people who needed him most.
But at the center of this soaring memoir is Bragg's mother, who went eighteen years without a new dress so that her sons
could have school clothes and picked other people's cotton so that her children wouldn't have to live on welfare alone. Evoking
these lives--and the country that shaped and nourished them--with artistry, honesty, and compassion, Rick Bragg brings home
the love and suffering that lie at the heart of every family. The result is unforgettable.

A Rip in Heaven
The acclaimed author of American Dirt reveals the devastating effects of a shocking tragedy in this landmark true crime
book—the first ever to look intimately at the experiences of both the victims and their families. A Rip in Heaven is Jeanine
Cummins’ story of a night in April, 1991, when her two cousins Julie and Robin Kerry, and her brother, Tom, were assaulted
on the Old Chain of Rocks Bridge, which spans the Mississippi River just outside of St. Louis. When, after a harrowing ordeal,
Tom managed to escape the attackers and flag down help, he thought the nightmare would soon be over. He couldn’t have been
more wrong. Tom, his sister Jeanine, and their entire family were just at the beginning of a horrific odyssey through the
aftermath of a violent crime, a world of shocking betrayal, endless heartbreak, and utter disillusionment. It was a trial by fire
from which no family member would emerge unscathed.

The Poet of Tolstoy Park
Twelve-year-old Ann Maria Weems works from sunup to sundown, wraps rags around her feet in the winter, and must do
whatever her master or mistress orders--but she has something that many plantation slaves don't have. She has her wonderful
family around her. To Ann, her teasing brothers, her older sister, and her protective and loving parents are everything. And
then one day, they are gone. Separated from her family by her master and shipped off as a housemaid, Ann learns something
about independence and about love before the opportunity for escape arrives. A white man risks his life for Ann, cuts her hair
short, dresses her like a boy, and launches her on her journey on the Underground Railroad to Canada, her family, and finally to
freedom. Until she was a teenager, Ann Maria Weems lived in the mid-1800s near the author's home in Maryland. This
fictionalized account of her extraordinary life is ideal for students, teachers, and parents hungry for interesting and informative
reading in African-American history and the Underground Railroad.

Jerry Lee Lewis: His Own Story
Chronicles a family's quest to cure their daughter's Diamond Blackfan anemia by creating a genetically matched sibling through
preimplantation genetic diagnosis and in vitro fertilization.
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Flight
A correspondent for "The New York Times" recounts growing up in the Alabama hills, the son of a violent veteran and a
mother who tried to insulate her children from poverty and ignorance

All Over but the Shoutin'
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement of the new song from Frozen II arranged for piano and voice with
guitar chord frames and complete lyrics.

Life Is So Good
All Over But the Shoutin'
“[A] remarkable saga. Engrossing.” —Booklist, starred review In this triumphant debut inspired by true events, a ragtag gang of
journalists and resistance fighters risk everything for an elaborate scheme to undermine the Reich. The Nazis stole their
voices. But they would not be silenced. Brussels, 1943. Twelve-year-old street orphan Helene survives by living as a boy and
selling copies of the country’s most popular newspaper, Le Soir, now turned into Nazi propaganda. Helene’s world changes
when she befriends a rogue journalist, Marc Aubrion, who draws her into a secret network that publishes dissident
underground newspapers. The Nazis track down Aubrion’s team and give them an impossible choice: turn the resistance
newspapers into a Nazi propaganda bomb that will sway public opinion against the Allies, or be killed. Faced with no decision at
all, Aubrion has a brilliant idea. While pretending to do the Nazis’ bidding, they will instead publish a fake edition of Le Soir that
pokes fun at Hitler and Stalin—daring to laugh in the face of their oppressors. The ventriloquists have agreed to die for a joke,
and they have only eighteen days to tell it. Featuring an unforgettable cast of characters and stunning historical detail, E.R.
Ramzipoor’s dazzling debut novel illuminates the extraordinary acts of courage by ordinary people forgotten by time. It is a
moving and powerful ode to the importance of the written word and to the unlikely heroes who went to extreme lengths to
orchestrate the most stunning feat of journalism in modern history.

Ava's Man
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “The plot provided by the universe was filled with starvation, war and rape. I would
not—could not—live in that tale.” Clemantine Wamariya was six years old when her mother and father began to speak in
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whispers, when neighbors began to disappear, and when she heard the loud, ugly sounds her brother said were thunder. In
1994, she and her fifteen-year-old sister, Claire, fled the Rwandan massacre and spent the next six years migrating through
seven African countries, searching for safety—perpetually hungry, imprisoned and abused, enduring and escaping refugee
camps, finding unexpected kindness, witnessing inhuman cruelty. They did not know whether their parents were dead or alive.
When Clemantine was twelve, she and her sister were granted refugee status in the United States; there, in Chicago, their lives
diverged. Though their bond remained unbreakable, Claire, who had for so long protected and provided for Clemantine, was a
single mother struggling to make ends meet, while Clemantine was taken in by a family who raised her as their own. She
seemed to live the American dream: attending private school, taking up cheerleading, and, ultimately, graduating from Yale. Yet
the years of being treated as less than human, of going hungry and seeing death, could not be erased. She felt at the same time
six years old and one hundred years old. In The Girl Who Smiled Beads, Clemantine provokes us to look beyond the label of
“victim” and recognize the power of the imagination to transcend even the most profound injuries and aftershocks. Devastating
yet beautiful, and bracingly original, it is a powerful testament to her commitment to constructing a life on her own terms.

Through the Garden
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The heart-wrenching, uplifting tale about a woman named Cupcake “[Cupcake] Brown’s
confessional . . . memoir is one you can’t easily put down. Her life is nothing short of a miracle.”—Chicago Sun-Times There are
shelves of memoirs about overcoming the death of a parent, childhood abuse, rape, drug addiction, miscarriage, alcoholism,
hustling, gangbanging, near-death injuries, drug dealing, prostitution, and homelessness. Cupcake Brown survived all these
things before she’d even turned twenty. And that’s when things got interesting. . . Orphaned by the death of her mother and
left in the hands of a sadistic foster parent, young Cupcake Brown learned to survive by turning tricks, downing hard liquor, and
ingesting every drug she could find while hitchhiking up and down the California coast. She stumbled into gangbanging, drug
dealing, hustling, prostitution, theft, and, eventually, the best scam of all: a series of 9-to-5 jobs. A Piece of Cake is unlike any
memoir you’ll ever read. Moving in its frankness, this is the most satisfying, startlingly funny, and genuinely affecting tour
through hell you’ll ever take. Praise for A Piece of Cake “[Brown] reflects now with insight and honesty on her experiences. . .
. An engaging account . . . of a remarkable life filled with pain and wisdom, hope and redemption.”—San Fracisco Chronicle
“Dazzles you with the amazing change that is possible in one lifetime.”—Washington Post

That the Blood Stay Pure
2019 National Book Award Finalist "Reading it will change you, perhaps forever.” —San Francisco Chronicle “Astonishing,
powerful, so important at this time.” --Margaret Atwood What You Have Heard is True is a devastating, lyrical, and visionary
memoir about a young woman's brave choice to engage with horror in order to help others. Written by one of the most gifted
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poets of her generation, this is the story of a woman's radical act of empathy, and her fateful encounter with an intriguing man
who changes the course of her life. Carolyn Forch is twenty-seven when the mysterious stranger appears on her doorstep.
The relative of a friend, he is a charming polymath with a mind as seemingly disordered as it is brilliant. She's heard rumors
from her friend about who he might be: a lone wolf, a communist, a CIA operative, a sharpshooter, a revolutionary, a small
coffee farmer, but according to her, no one seemed to know for certain. He has driven from El Salvador to invite Forch to
visit and learn about his country. Captivated for reasons she doesn't fully understand, she accepts and becomes enmeshed in
something beyond her comprehension. Together they meet with high-ranking military officers, impoverished farm workers, and
clergy desperately trying to assist the poor and keep the peace. These encounters are a part of his plan to educate her, but
also to learn for himself just how close the country is to war. As priests and farm-workers are murdered and protest marches
attacked, he is determined to save his country, and Forch is swept up in his work and in the lives of his friends. Pursued by
death squads and sheltering in safe houses, the two forge a rich friendship, as she attempts to make sense of what she's
experiencing and establish a moral foothold amidst profound suffering. This is the powerful story of a poet's experience in a
country on the verge of war, and a journey toward social conscience in a perilous time.

Wooden Churches
Formed in a Minneapolis basement in 1979, the Replacements were a notorious rock ’n’ roll circus, renowned for selfsabotage, cartoon shtick, stubborn contrarianism, stage-fright, Dionysian benders, heart-on-sleeve songwriting,
and—ultimately—critical and popular acclaim. While rock then and now is lousy with superficial stars and glossy entertainment,
the Replacements were as warts-and-all “real” as it got. In the first book to take on the jumble of facts, fictions, and
contradictions behind the Replacements, veteran Minneapolis music journalist Jim Walsh distills hundreds of hours of
interviews with band members, their friends, families, fellow musicians, and fans into an absorbing oral history worthy of the
scruffy quartet that many have branded the most influential band to emerge from the ’80s. Former manager Peter Jesperson,
Paul Stark and Dave Ayers of Twin/Tone Records, Bob Mould and Grant Hart of rivals H sker D , the legendary Curtiss A,
Soul Asylum’s Dan Murphy, Lori Barbero of Babes in Toyland, R.E.M.’s Peter Buck, power-pop hero Alex Chilton, Craig Finn
of The Hold Steady, and replacement Replacements Slim Dunlap and Steve Foley: all have something to say about the scene
that spawned the band. These and dozens of others offer insights into the Replacement’s workings--and the band’s continuing
influence more than fifteen years after their breakup. Illustrated with both rarely seen and classic photos, this, finally, is the
rollicking story behind the turbulent and celebrated band that came on fast and furious and finally flamed out, chronicled by one
eyewitness who was always at the periphery of the storm, and often at its eye. “[T]his consistently engaging and poignant
work . . . . [is a] loving, appropriately ramshackle tribute to one of the most beloved rock-and-roll bands of the 1980s. . . . The
band's story is an archetype of the joys and pitfalls of underground success.”--Publishers Weekly “The Replacements were
superheroes: They rescued a whole planet from ’80s music. Jim Walsh’s loving, engrossing oral history is the book they
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deserve.”—Nick Hornby, author of High Fidelity

The Journal Keeper
A New York Times bestseller Part cookbook, part memoir, The Best Cook in the World is Pulitzer Prize-winner Rick Bragg's
loving tribute to the South, his family and, especially, to his extraordinary mother. Here are irresistible stories and recipes
from across generations. They come, skillet by skillet, from Bragg's ancestors, from feasts and near famine, from funerals and
celebrations, and from a thousand tales of family lore as rich and as sumptuous as the dishes they inspired. Deeply personal
and unfailingly mouthwatering, The Best Cook in the World is a book to be savored.

What They Always Tell Us
The mother of Emmett Till recounts the story of her life, her son’s tragic death, and the dawn of the civil rights
movement—with a foreword by the Reverend Jesse L. Jackson, Sr. In August 1955, a fourteen-year-old African American,
Emmett Till, was visiting family in Mississippi when he was kidnapped from his bed in the middle of the night by two white men
and brutally murdered. His crime: allegedly whistling at a white woman in a convenience store. The killers were eventually
acquitted. What followed altered the course of this country’s history—and it was all set in motion by the sheer will,
determination, and courage of Mamie Till-Mobley, whose actions galvanized the civil rights movement, leaving an indelible mark
on our racial consciousness. Death of Innocence is an essential document in the annals of American civil rights history, and a
painful yet beautiful account of a mother’s ability to transform tragedy into boundless courage and hope. Praise for Death of
Innocence “A testament to the power of the indestructible human spirit [that] speaks as eloquently as the diary of Anne
Frank.”—The Washington Post Book World “With this important book, [Mamie Till-Mobley] has helped ensure that the story of
her son (and her own story) will not soon be forgotten. . . . A riveting account of a tragedy that upended her life and ultimately
the Jim Crow system.”—Chicago Tribune “The book will . . . inform or remind people of what a courageous figure for justice
[Mamie Till-Mobley] was and how important she and her son were to setting the stage for the modern-day civil rights
movement.”—The Detroit News “Poignant . . . In his mother’s descriptions, Emmett becomes more than an icon; he becomes a
living, breathing youngster—any mother’s child.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette “Powerful . . . [Mamie Till-Mobley’s] courage
transformed her loss into a moral compass for a nation.”—Black Issues Book Review Robert F. Kennedy Book Award Special
Recognition • BlackBoard Nonfiction Book of the Year

Aegis Rising
The #1 New York Times bestseller from David McCullough, two-time winner of the Pulitzer Prize—the dramatic story-behindPage 13/16
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the-story about the courageous brothers who taught the world how to fly—Wilbur and Orville Wright. On a winter day in 1903,
in the Outer Banks of North Carolina, two brothers—bicycle mechanics from Dayton, Ohio—changed history. But it would take the
world some time to believe that the age of flight had begun, with the first powered machine carrying a pilot. Orville and Wilbur
Wright were men of exceptional courage and determination, and of far-ranging intellectual interests and ceaseless curiosity.
When they worked together, no problem seemed to be insurmountable. Wilbur was unquestionably a genius. Orville had such
mechanical ingenuity as few had ever seen. That they had no more than a public high school education and little money never
stopped them in their mission to take to the air. Nothing did, not even the self-evident reality that every time they took off,
they risked being killed. In this “enjoyable, fast-paced tale” (The Economist), master historian David McCullough “shows as
never before how two Ohio boys from a remarkable family taught the world to fly” (The Washington Post) and “captures the
marvel of what the Wrights accomplished” (The Wall Street Journal). He draws on the extensive Wright family papers to
profile not only the brothers but their sister, Katharine, without whom things might well have gone differently for them.
Essential reading, this is “a story of timeless importance, told with uncommon empathy and fluency⋯about what might be the
most astonishing feat mankind has ever accomplished⋯The Wright Brothers soars” (The New York Times Book Review).

The Elephant in the Room
The Journal Keeper is the openhearted and unflinchingly honest memoir of six years in writer Phyllis Theroux's life. As she
ages into her sixties, Theroux uses regular journal entries to reflect on the void left by the passing of her remarkable mother
and the thrill of allowing a new source of joy into her life. A natural storyteller, Theroux slips her arm companionably into
yours, like an old friend going for a stroll. But Theroux's stride is long and her eye sharp, and she swings easily between
subjects that occupy us all: love, loneliness, growing old, financial worries, spiritual growth, and caring for an aging parent. A
compelling tale in journal form, The Journal Keeper is a rich feast from the writing life — with an unexpected twist. After the
death of her mother leaves Theroux feeling adrift, she finds the love that she believed was closed to a woman of her age. Not
until Theroux sat down to edit her journals for publication did she realize, in her words, "that a hand much larger and more
knowing than my own was guiding my life and pen across the page." She makes a good case for this being true for us all.

Winners & Losers: Battles, Retreats, Gains, Losses, and Ruins from the Vietnam War
That the Blood Stay Pure traces the history and legacy of the commonwealth of Virginia’s effort to maintain racial purity and
its impact on the relations between African Americans and Native Americans. Arica L. Coleman tells the story of Virginia’s
racial purity campaign from the perspective of those who were disavowed or expelled from tribal communities due to their
affiliation with people of African descent or because their physical attributes linked them to those of African ancestry. Coleman
also explores the social consequences of the racial purity ethos for tribal communities that have refused to define Indian
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identity based on a denial of blackness. This rich interdisciplinary history, which includes contemporary case studies,
addresses a neglected aspect of America’s long struggle with race and identity.

The Ventriloquists
The unauthorized biography of Canada's most famous artist couple and the rivalry that drove them. She painted as if with pure
light, radiant colours making quotidian kitchen scenes come alive with sublimated drama. He painted like clockwork, each
stroke precise and measured with exquisite care, leaving no angle unchecked and no subtlety of tone unattended. Some would
say Mary Pratt was fire and Christopher, ice. And yet Newfoundland's Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera (or Jackson Pollack and
Lee Krasner) presented their marriage as a portrait of harmony and balance. But balance off the canvas rarely makes great art,
and the Pratts' art was spectacular. As a youth at Mount Allison University in New Brunswick, Mary pursued her future
husband, a prodigious art talent, and supported his determination to study painting instead of medicine. They married and
removed themselves to a Newfoundland outport where his painting alone provided the means to raise a family. But as Mary's
own talents became evident and she sought her own hours at the easel, when not raising their four children, and as rumours of
Christopher's affair with a young model spread, the Pratts' harmonious exterior slowly cracked, to scandal in Newfoundland and
fascination across the country. A marriage ended, and gave way to a furious competition for dominance in Canadian art.

Art and Rivalry
A breakaway bestseller since its first printing, All Souls takes us deep into Michael Patrick MacDonald's Southie, the proudly
insular neighborhood with the highest concentration of white poverty in America. Rocked by Whitey Bulger's crime schemes
and busing riots, MacDonald's Southie is populated by sharply hewn characters like his Ma, a miniskirted, accordion-playing
single mother who endures the deaths of four of her eleven children. Nearly suffocated by his grief and his community's code
of silence, MacDonald tells his family story here with gritty but moving honesty.
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